Nombre __________________________

Clase _____

Esp1FinalToborg

Final Spanish 1 Project: Spanish Cooking Video Presentation
1-3 people per video. Everyone on team must share equal time speaking on camera.
1 person = 2-3mins.

2 people = 3-4 mins.
3 people = 5mins. max
(You must stay within time limit.)

Due Dates:
_______ May 15 Outline (5pts*)
_______ May 23 Written script draft (5pts*)
_______ May 29 Written script FINAL (40pts*)
_______ June 5 Final Video (40pts*)
Peer grading (10pts)
_______ June 17, 18, 19 Extra credit (10pts) (The week AFTER Finals):
Bring in sample food for your class on the day we view your video. (NO NUTS)
Total: 100 Exam points

* 2pts deducted each day late. Work will not be accepted unless it is complete.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5/15 Outline: ¿Quién? ¿Qué? ¿Cómo?

5/23 Handwritten Draft: More than an outline! Include at the very least what YOU will be saying.
5/29 Final Written Script (Each person turns in their OWN script.)
-Meet all of the following requirements:
1. ALL IN SPANISH
2. All parts written out – must have equal speaking from each team member.
3. Must include at least one of the following UNDERLINED in script. (10 of final 20pts for grammar & vocab):
Final Script: (1pt each for grammar requirements):
____1) Present tense verb
____6) Direct and/or Indirect Object pronoun
____2) Present progressive verb
____7) Numbers
____3) Preterite tense regular verb
____8) ____9) ____10) 3 different interrogatives
____4) Preterite tense irregular verb
(quién, cuándo, qué, dónde, por qué, cómo, cuál)
____5) Reflexive
Required grammar pts __________ / 10

/40

Written Script Rubric:
Grammar
20pts
Vocabulary
10pts
Creativity/
Neatness/
Professionalism
10pts

0-5

6-13

14-17

18-20

Little to no use of
correct Spanish 1
grammar (extensive
translator use)

Some use of correct
Spanish 1 grammar
(extensive
translator use)

Good use of correct
Spanish 1 grammar
(minimal translator use)

Excellent use of correct
Spanish 1 grammar (min. to
no translator use)

0-3

4-6

7-8

9-10

Little to no use of
Spanish 1 vocabulary

Some use of Spanish 1
vocabulary

Good use of Spanish 1
vocabulary

Excellent use of Spanish 1
vocabulary

0-3

4-6

7-8

9-10

Little to no
effort put into creating a
worthwhile project

Some effort put into
creating a worthwhile
project

Good effort put into
creating a worthwhile
project

Excellent effort put into
creating a worthwhile project

6/5 Final Video due -Meet all of the following requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Someone should be speaking at all times.
Ingredients should be labeled. – You will lose points if you do not label.
Must be edited to fit the time. (Bloopers may be added after the time limit.)
SUBMISSION: Either download the video to your Office 365 account, and submit the
Shared Link. Or submit the YouTube video link. (Only one person per group needs to
submit the video.)

/40

Video Rubric:
Grammar&
Vocabulary
0-10pts

0-4

6

8

10

Little to no
use of correct
grammar & vocabulary

Some
use of correct
grammar & vocabulary

Good
use of correct
grammar & vocabulary

Excellent
use of correct
grammar & vocabulary

0-4

6

8

10

Presentation
0-10pts

Little to no
effort put into rehearsing
prepared script

Some effort put into
rehearsing prepared script

Good effort put into
rehearsing prepared script

Excellent effort put into
rehearsing prepared script

0-4

6

8

10

Creativity
0-10pts

Little to no effort put into
making a worthwhile video

Some effort put into
making a worthwhile video

Good effort put into
making a worthwhile video

Excellent effort put into
making a worthwhile video

Pronunciation

0-4

6

8

10

& Fluency
0-5pts

Little to no correct
pronounce & speak fluently

Some correct pronunciation
& fluency

Good pronunciation &
fluency

Excellent pronunciation &
fluency

Team Member Rubric:
/10
(You will grade each team member’s contribution to the project. Scores will be averaged.)
Overall
0
1
2
3
4
Contributed
Contributed
Contributed
Contributed
Contributed
project
very little to none
a little
some
a lot
greatly
0-4pts
of our success
to our success
to our success
to our success
to our success
0-1
2
3
Written
Completed
Completed SOME
Completed ALL of
script
requirements
their requirements
very little to none
0-3pts
to the final script
for the final script
for the final script
0-1
2
3
Food &
Completed
Completed SOME
Completed ALL of
Video
responsibilities for
their responsibilities for
very little to no
production responsibilities for food
food prep and
food prep and video
and video production
video production
production
0-3pts

